
BYFO Board Meeting 9/27 Fuzzy Tacos

Attendance- H Grimes, D Murray,I Scott, L Lawton, C Corrado, A Jones, P Hosni, A Hosni, J 
Edwards, K Edwards, J Corr,  Guest- Jackie Grimes

Call to order 5:20

Minutes from last meeting are not ready.  We will approve both sets of minutes next meeting.

I Scott- Please make sure that you are signing up to work at home games.The more help the easier for 
everyone.  Please come to stadium for set up or clean up if you are not at your team games.  We need 
to have only assigned people in the booth.  While your working,please help keep others out of the 
booth.  No one can be on the grass or behind the bench without a badge.  Please help the coaches keep 
the parents off the fields. Visitors may use the track to walk around to concessions but please keep the 
traffic moving.

A Hosni- will make a new sign up sheet for games online so we can see where the need is 
to help during our home games.

Grimes- we are still having clock issues and getting complaints from coaches.  We are going to 
hire someone to come in and run the clock for the rest of the year to make sure it is done correctly.  J 
Grimes has found someone for us.

L Lawton- heard a coach on Sat that was not being constructive with their players on the sidelines.
 Scott will have the head coach speak to those coaches. 

L Lawton- the pink shoelaces are in and will be passed out a practices on Monday for the players.  A 
Hosni is contacting the t-shirt vendor to see when the pink out shirts will be ready.  K Edwards will 
help get those to team moms to sell and they will be available at the concessions.

A Jones- will be going this week to buy more concession sine we have 6 games this weekend.  J 
Grimes will bring her keurig for coffee since our first game is at 8am. Murray will find out what items 
we have left in storage so we know exactly what to buy.

Grimes- 6th White is having some issues with the coaches disagreeing.  Scott and Grimes will attend 
practice on Monday to talk with the coaches and parents to gather further information so we can better 
understand the situation.

Meeting Adjourned at 6:32.


